13/07/08

Roof demolition of burnt area
In fire of S room, possible cannon base.

(?) Raised trench fill (?) to S/F
Corner of building.

Fill is of gravel classes
Frocks of concrete. Class (?)
Gravy overlying. Lavor.
14/07/08

Box Section into SW Corner of Bros. in Dakota Procting Door to Rear Of Structure & Relationship With Water Trench.

Foundations
Trench Fill 256

Fuzed Mortar, Charsac & CBM

Foundation Door Wiv Context Number 256 - 26/07/08
Post Removal Of 191 Chalk Sumps

Removal Of 194 Cores To Core Access Hole
        Offset of Overcios 201 Ditch Fill

Removal 196 Slit Core, Black, Charcoal Inclusions
        Perp. Vents For Core 50 Core. Core Draw Over
Snake Slanted Brown Or Grey Chalk. Deposition
        To Core 50. Prep. Continues In Set.
16/07/08

Roman Post-Hole Fill (97).
Blackish gritty clay, some charcoal, bone.
Pos. Resolved as small post hole
Approx 170cm Deep. Similar Matrix to
(96) Some carbon patches around slot
or Base of Hole

Determined as Removal of (95)

(194) NA

Ditch fill

(198) Pit Features
(Post-Hole?) Straight
S1000, Crack Bottom
Approx 220mm Deep.
Some charcoal, bone, Pit.
18/07/08

Section Into Burn S. Of S. Ike

Removal Of Burn As 191
19/07/08
Excavation of 221 Foc to Ditch To S. Of Bore, Foc Smart Down.

20/07/08

Series Of Scoping Lases Into Ditch Running N-S Under Front Of Bore (206/221) 212 Re-Cut To Eastern Edge Of Ditch 206 Leech Seat Sand 212 More G Liên In Platin

212 Overclays 221 Union Overclays 206 Bar Is Pener In Peated Esp. To U.
Excavated 212 to Col 225
Natural Art Bottom

Remove 221 to Reduce "Natural" Crack & Flood to East (Prob. Main Coverage Ladder Ditch)

Removal Of Part 201 to Show Relationship Between Main Ladder Ditch & G-W Ditch Running Under S. Wall.

Removal Of 206 Core - Clay, Lots Of Bone.
2/07/08

Removal Of (206) Mixed Fill, Upper Level
On Main Ladder Ditch To S. Of Bex.
(206) Comes Down Onto Smaller Conductor
Seams In Process. (229) Assumed To
Proceed For Fill To West Of Main Ditch.

N

206 - Upper Ditch Fill
229 - 2nd Ditch Fill
228 - Appears Cor Corse Across
Edge Of 229
24/07/08

Concrete Reinforcement 234 Frieze 0
Man Drop 232
Sieve Charcoal But few Onion Fins
Gritty Clay Matrix, Invecting Charcoal to Bottom.
Cut Through & Bottom On Natural Charcoal.

Two Pools Excavated On Opposite Sides of Ditch 228 & 246
Cut Into Natural Gritty Free Clay.

Ecco Ol Trench
Sketch Section

Of Ditch 232
Facing S.

* Not To Scale *

26/04/08

Current Run 280.

For 2nd Course Of Ditch 63.
28/07/08

To W. Of Beoc. Cown To Down
Free 245 Of Ditch Running E-W Along
S. Side Of Beoc. 245 Down As
Free To Exterior Here To Road (W) Of Beoc
This Is Expected To Be Sante As 201 To
Part Of Sante Section. Sante Road To
187
8178 A Eastern Cood Of Section

245 Free Black Slits Looking Like
Ro-Off Coming To Meso Car - Coo Coo
Open

26/07/08

Contract No. 236

Fountain Trper Free Depot Among W. Wire
Repartment To SW Corner Of Bottom With
Ditch 255

Ditch 255
27/07/08

Excavation on initial ditch, last fill (?) 270

Definition of relationship to Rec Cut 255

250 - Not Rec Cut, Removal of
270 Consists Natural to E-W Ditch

Under S. Wall Most Terminal under
S/W Course of Bed.

Excavation of 272 to clarify relationship between
S. Wall and Ditch System, expect to pool off
of Removal Ditch Terminus.

Ditch 285

NATURAL

282
Continuation of Excavation Of [272] to Define Relationship Between Ditch Filled By [201] x S. Wall. 
Lifts to Proximity Ditch Type Fice. [279] 
[279] Is Uncoordinated Across the Line of the Two [Un coordinable] Ditches. [255] Appears to Be the Carouse Of the Two AP Reseeds, 0.3. On Basis of Alignment Showing to Floor [279]. 
[279] Is Probed x [201] 
Suggests Butt End Of Ditch But Shallow. * Owing to S. Into Natural Approx 10-15m 
Picks Up Distortion Between [255] and [279] 1/201
Examination Of P201, Second Annex In Area S. S. 100 Or Near For Sand and or Nearer Or Near.

31/07/08

- Voics
- TS
- Door Post-Holes Cut Forwards - TS
- Probes Post-Holes.

Non-Detected Stone Heaps:
272, 279, 264, 281, 285, 269,